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the museum in

OUR PRESIDENT BECOMES
We have just received word that on Wednesday, October 17,1984
while on a hunting trip to his ranch in Jackson, Wyoming, Dr. Lutz
suffered a heart attack. The story is that he made it back to the
ranch and didn't think much of it until the discomfort continued.
On the following Friday, it became necessary to have him flown
from his ranch to the hospital in Jackson, Wyoming. The doctor
has stated that the attack was mild, but will keep him in
intensive care for three days under observation, and in the
hospital there until about the first of November.
Hopefully, if
all goes well, he will then return home for a period of recovery
and recuperation.
If you would like to send him a get well card, you may do so by
sending it to Dr. Loren Lutz, 3113 Mesaloa Lane, Pasadena, CA
91107.
I am in daily contact with the situation and if you would
like additional information you may contact me, George Taylorson,
at (818) 794-0027 after 4:00 p.m. Please don't disturb his home
at the present time.
I will be glad to let you know when he can
take phone calls and entertain visitors.
Let us all pray for his
quick recovery and return to the Society.
RAFFLE TIME
It's that time of the year again. Time to sell our raffle
tickets.
As you know, this is one of the main sources of income
for the Sheep Society. After seeing what a wonderful time Walt
Powell had enjoying his first prize winnings from last year, it
should motivate all of us to go "GO FOR THE GUSTO" and sell those
tickets. The tickets have been sent to all members in the mail.
In case you did not get yours, give Shirley Vickery a call at
(818) 352-4087 or (213) 877-0638. You will be able to pick them
up at the Sheep Society dinner on Nov. 10th as well. WE NEED YOUR
SUPPORT so over do it this year and sell 10 more than you did last
year.
Following is a list of this year's prizes.
1st Prize - 5 DAY ALASKAN FISHING TRIP
Donated by Bill Martin's Fish Alaska Inc.
2nd Prize - 270 MAGNUM WEATHERBY RIFLE WITH SCOPE
3rd Prize - JACKSON WYOMING - 5 DAY FISHING TRIP
Donated By Elk Track Ranch Outfitters
4th Prize - JACKSON WYOMING - 5 DAY FISHING TRIP
Donated by Elk Track Ranch Outfitters
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5th Prize - CUSTOM KNIFE
Donated by Steve Smart Cutlery
6th - 10th Prize - ONE DAY PHEASANT & CHUKAR HUNT
Donated by Dave Whiteside - Leona Valley Hunting Club
Lancaster, CA
11th Prize - WILD BOAR HUNT
Donated by Tom Willougby, King City
12th Prize - LARGE FISHING TACKLE BOX
Donated by Arroyo Sports Center - Pasadena
DRAWING TO BE HELD FEBRUARY 23, 1985
Transportation Not Included on any of the Trips
HAVE YOU MOVED?
If you have recently moved and haven't notified the Society
Office, please do so today. Our funds are limited and we have had
some correspondence returned and sent back out up to three times
and still not get to the right person. The address to send your
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A LIVING MEMORIAL
By George Taylorson
Editor
The other day I was sitting in my nice big easy chair and
thinking about the days that were ahead of me and what I thought I
would like to do with them.
As numerous ideas and thoughts
started tor.ass, it dawned on me that I didn't have a will.
Being
single and 'broke" I thought that I really didn't need one, until
I started to analyze my worth and value. Well the next day I went
down to my attorney and had a simple document drawn up.
In that
document I thought it would be great if a part of me could live on
and do some real good. To make a long story short I left a
contribution to the Sheep Soci~ty.
What a wonderful thing it would be if each member would put a
contribution in their wills that could become a living memorial
long after you leave to meet the great sheepherder in the sky.
I
can think of no finer way to have one's memory live on.
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If you would be willing to do so, why don't you take action
today and include a contribution in your will to the Society. if
you would like to designate a specific project or just a general
contribution this would be more than acceptable.
If you have
already done so, it would be most helpful to the Society if you
would let the Society know that such a clause is in your will. We
would also need to know the proper executrix. You need not
disclose the amount of the contribution, but can do so if your
like.
As editor I think it would be nice if the Society obtained a
special plaque where the names of donors could be placed in the
form of a memorial.
I do hope each and everyone of you will give this some real
serious thought.
If you need further information or you have
already made such an inclusion, would your please write to the
Society, care of Dr. Loren Lutz, or myself, George Taylorson,
address inside of front cover.
Don't procrastinate, do it today or you'll never do it. What
a wonderful living memorial this would be.
PICTURES - CARTOONS
We need sheep and project pictures for our new~letter.
If
you have any pictures that we might use it would be appreciated if
you would send them to the editor - George Taylorson. They can be
black and white or color.
What, no creative ideas for cartoons? Here's your chance to
become famous.
Put your skills to work and see what you can come
up with. Remember, submit all drawings on white paper using black
ink to the editor.
DICK WEAVER OF DFG REPORTS
Status of Mt. Langley Bighorn Population.
California Bighorn reintrouductions look good. The warmer
mountain population is known to have 31 animals. This means the
California Bighorn has gone from less than 200 in two herds in
1972 to over 300 in 5 herds in 1984. We will try for a sixth herd
early next year.
Bliech, Vermog and Becket of BLM had a 7 hour helicopter
survey in the Clark Mountains on 9/12. They saw 114 Bighorn. My
old estimate was 40.
I flew in the Inkopah and Jacurnbet Mts. of
Imperial and San Diego Co. and saw 35 Bighorn.
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Other Good News:

Flew the Chemheuvi Mts. with Glen Sudmeier
and only saw 3 jackasses.

Other Bad News:

Saw O sheep.

More information to follow.

Stay tuned.

On August 24, 1984, 19 Bighorn were observed on the
south-facing slope of a basin above the head of Diaz Creek, 1 1/4
miles ESE of Mt. Langley (elevation: 11,700 ft).
These consisted
of a group of 7, including 2 lambs and 5 ewes (2 with functioning
radio collars - numbers 8 and 11), and a group of 12, including 5
lambs and 7 ewes (including those with functioning radio collars
13 and 7, and 2 others with non-functioning collars).
On August 28, a group of 10 Bighorn were observed at this
same location, which included 6 ewes and 4 lambs. Ewes with collar
numbers 7 and 13 and one with a non-functioning collar were in
this group.
The ewe with collar number 8 and a lamb were on the
ridge between Diaz Creek and the north fork of Lubkin Creek, at
11,600 ft. elevation, one mile east of Peak 12,840 (Wooly-back).
The ewe with collar number 11 was about 1 1/2 miles ENE of Peak
12,840, but was not seen.
Also, on August 18, a group of 9 rams 1/2 mile ENE of Peak
12,840 were seen. This included a ram with functioning collar
number 16 an<l annther with a nonfunctioning collarM Approximate
ages were as follows:
2-2 yr. olds, 2-3 yr. olds, and 5 older
rams.
Totaling these sightings, the probable known minimum for this
population is 28, and the composition is as follows:
lambs:
ewes:
rams:

7
12
9

28
The number of Bighorn released at Lubkin Creek
was 26 (15 in 1982 and 11 in 1980). There were some early
mortalities, one ram joined the Mt. Williamson population, one ram
returned to the Sawmill winter range, and one ewe dropped her
collar on the Mt. Williamson herd summer range. Considering these
initial losses to the Mt. Langley population, the fact that we
have at least 2 more sheep there now than were released is very
encouraging.
Bighorn Observation - Wheeler Ridge.
On 8-16-84, J. Webansen and M. Hansen observed 9 adult rams
one-quarter mile west of Treasure Lakes in upper Little Lakes
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Valley.
(This is one mile west of Morgan Pass.)
Included in the
group were the rams with three functioning collars from the 1982
transplant, and the ram collared as a lamb in 1979, as well as
2-three year olds, 2-four year olds, and 1-five year old (with ear
tag 5181).
(It is interesting to note that ear tag 5181 was
recorded as placed on a female lamb in 1980).
John observed that the amount of Bighorn sign indicated these
rams had spent some time in this site. This is the first
observation of Bighorn from this population west of Wheeler Ridge.
This increased the known minimum last winter in the Wheeler
Ridge population to 29, consisting of 15 ewes, 3 lambs, 4-two year
old rams, and 7 older rams.

ESTIMATED BIGHORN POPULATIONS
BY MOUNTAIN RANGES
Mountain Range

Current Estimate

MONO COUNTY
White Mountains

100

INYO COUNTY
Inyo Mountains
Last Change Mountains
Dry Mountains
Nopah Range
Cosco Range
Slate Range
Nelson Range
Argus Range
Deep Spings

40
85
50
Transient
Transient
Transient
0
0

Death Valley and Vicinity
Funeral Mountsin
Black Mountains
Grapevine Mountains
Cottonwood Mountains
Panamint Mountains

35
60

so

105
144

Sub-total (Death Valley Area)

394

Sierra Nevada Range*
Langly
Williamson
Baxter
Wheeler

30
30
193
29

Sub-total (Sierra Nevada)

271
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SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
Avawatz Mountains
Cady Mountains
Castle Peaks, Hart Mt., Piute Range
Chemehuevi Mountains
·Clark Mountain (helicopter county 9/14/84
Clipper Mountains
Grantie Mountains (near Amboy)
Hackberry Mountain
Kelso Mountain-old Dad Peak
Kingston Mountains
Marble Mountains
New York Mountains
Old Dad Mountains
Old Woman Mountains
Providence Mountains
Sacramento Mountains
San Bernardino Mountains
Sheep Hole Mountains
Turtle Mountains
Woods Mountains
Dead Mountains
Newberry
Shipple Mountains (reintroduced (7/83)
Eagle Craggs (reintroduced 12/83)
Bullison Mountains
Bristol Mountains
Iron r-1our1 tai11s
Ivanpah Mountains
Mescal Range
Piute Mountains (south of 66)
Owlshead Mountains
Ship Mountains
Van Winkle Mountains
Vontrigger Hills
Granite Mountain (Fort Irwin)
Quail Mountains
Shadow Mountains (near Baker
Stepladder Mountains
Rodman-Ord Mountain Area

= 114)

35
25
25
20
40
40

15
21
250
80

150
30
5
45

50
60

115
12
80

12
15
15
25
25
Transient
Transient
'l ra.usien t
Transient
Transient
Transient
Transient
Transient
Transient
Transient
1

0
0
0
0
0

SAN BERNARDINO AND LOS ANGELES COUNTIES

715

San Gabriel Mountain Range
RIVERSIDE COUNTY
Joshua Tree National Monument and Vicinity
Little San Bernardino Mountains
Queen Mountain Area
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65
25

Eagle Mountains
Coxcomb Mountains
Pinto Mountains (east of Queen Mt.)
Sub-total (Joshua Tree National
Monument and Vicinity)

30
30
Transient
150
10
15
80
60

Chuckwalla Mountains
Granite and Palen Ranges
Orocopia Mtsn. and Mecca Hills
San Jacino Mountains**
Maria Mountains

0

RIVERSIDE AND SAN DIEGO COUNTIES
Santa Rosa Mountains**
SAN DIEGO AND IMPERIAL COUNTIES**
Anza Borre o and vicinit
Pinto Inkopah drainage so. of I-8, Imperial Co.) 20
Jacurnba/Inkopah Mountains
85
Vallecito/Pinyon Mountains
60
Pinyon Ridge
35
San Ysidro Mountains/Coyote Creek
300
Sawtooth/Tierra Blanco Mountains
Transient
Coyote Mountains
Transient
500

Sub-total
IMPERIAL COUNTY
CHOCOLATE Mountains
PICHACO PEAKS

137
25

Sub-total (Imperial Co.)

162

SISKIYOU COUNTY
Lava Beds (reintroduced 10/29/71; die-off 7/80)

0

MODOC COUNTY*
WARNER MOUNTAINS (REINTRODUCED 3/80)

TOTAL ESTIMATED POPULATION

31

4,203

Revised July, 1984
*California Bighorn; rare (Sub-total 313).
**Peninsular Bighorn; rare (Sub-total 910).
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WALT POWELL REPORTS ON PRIZE WINNING TRIP OF A LIFETIME
Editors Note:

Walt Powell was the winner of last year's raffle
first prize, a fishing trip, to Alaska.
Following
is a report from Walt on this exciting trip.

A REAL PRIZE!
FISHING IN ALASKA FOR BIGHORN SHEEP
By Walt Powell

Doc Lutz said "You've got to go on one more
party\ or observation trip.
The sheep need it.
aata.'
This had been going on for years.
And I
up and down hills and sweating in the desert sun
his Sheep Society buddies.

waterhole work
We need the
had been running
with the Doc and

So when Doc called me up several days after the February 1984
Sheep Society meeting in San Diego, I expected more of the same.
Instead, he said something about my winning the Alaskan Fishing
Trip.
A few days later Doc Lutz and Ron Vickrey assured me that I
really had won the Grand Prize, and that I was going to Alaska.
And who could make better use of the trip than an old trout
fisherman, backpacker and bowhunter who had been cajoled into
innumerable trips into the desert. There is justice after all.
I
had never even thought about going fishing in Alaska before, but
now was the opportunity to take the trip of a lifetime.
I talked with Bill Martin, who had donated the trip, at the
Long Beach Fishing and Sportsman Show, to find out what equipment
was needed and to arrange a time for the trip.
An opening in the
middle of July was settled upon.
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WALT POWELL LANDS A BIG ONE ON ALASKA PRIZE WINNING TRIP.

WALT POWELL AND GUIDE FIND THE BIG ONES.

SHEEP SOCIETY PURCHASES IT'S OWN VHS RECORDER AND TV
That's right, the Society now owns it's own VHS video
recorder and playback machine and a 19" color T.V. You will be
able to view this new equipment at the dinner on November 10.
During the course of the year, the Sheep Society attends various
conventions and meetings where it was thought that we could show
off our society and the work we do by displaying some of the video
tapes we have made.
If you, as a member, are ever asked to ~peak or make a
presentation and would like to use this equipment, please give
George Taylorson a call at (818) 794-0027. Why not take it to
work or make a school presentation with it.
If you have a little free time during the day, why not call
up your local elementary school or high school science department
and volunteer your sevices to go in and make a speech on big Horn
Sheep and the work the Society does? I can assure you that any
school would love being made aware of your willingness to share
with them of your knowledge. GIVE IT A TRY!
SHEEP SOCIETY INCREASES BOARD OF DIRECTORS
On September 25. 1984 at the board of directors rnee.tinQ. ~
motion to increase the size of the board was made and passed.
It
was felt that the added increase .of members would broaden the
scope of the Sheep Society.
Congratulations are in order to
Shirley Vickrey, George Taylorson, and Wayne Dickson, as the newly
appointed Board members.
r...;.,;

~

RESERVE THIS DATE
February 9, 1985

The construction of the Chuck Kerr Memorial
waterhole project.
It will be held in the Old
Dad and Kelso Peak area.
(Note: The February
2 date is cancelled.) For further information
contact Glen Sudmeier or write to the editor.

Expense For Excess Feral Horses Skyrockets:
The Senate Appropriations Committee has had to increase the
bureau of Land Manasgement's FY 1985 budget for feral horses and
burros by $20 million in order to capture and hold excess horses
now on public lands in the West, the Wildlife Management Institute
reports. This increase alone is far more than the $16.1 million
recommended for all fish and wildlife conservation on BLM lands.
About 60,000 feral horses and burros are on BLM lands whereas
25,000 is the number biologists have recommended be there. It
costs about $435 each to capture the animals.
And when they are
captured, BLM can't get rid of- them through its adoption program,
and federal law forbids that the stock be sold for slaughter.
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Therefore, the only alternative is to hold and feed the animals in
corrals.
Conservationists have urged, to no avail, that Congress pass
Sentor James McClure's (Idaho) bill which would allow humane
disposal of the excess animals.
September 11 was devoted to censusing Bighorn sheep in the main
part of the Clark Mountain Range, south of the LAWP transmission
line. Present were Gary Potter (Environmental Monitoring and
Services, Inc.), Jim Bicket (BLM), Bob Vernoy (CDFG), Vern Bleigh
(CDFG), and Don Landells (Helicopter pilot). On September 12, the
clark Montain Range north of the LAWP transmission lines was
censused. Present were Potter, Bicket, Bleich, and Landells.
CENSUS
The census proved to be very productive yielding a greater
number of Bighorn sheep than previously thought to inhabit the
Clark Mountain Range.
A total of 114 Bighorn sheep were counted
during the two days. The breakdown is as follows:
Lambs:
Yearlings (F):
Ewes:

12 (10.53%)

3

(2.63%)

71 (62.28%)

Rams-I:

2

(1.75%)

Rams II:

7

(6.14%)

Rams-III:

9

(7.89%)

Rams-IV:

7

(6.14%)

Unclassified:

3

(2 63%)

Inclusive in the count were 6 white ewes and one white (Class II)
rams
Existing data indicates that these forms are not true
albinos. Nevertheless, in Southern California, these white sheep
appear to be unique to the Clark Mountain Range. The white ram
may be the first verified record for the Clark Range.
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TIME TO GO TO WORK
or
"WORK PROJECTS FOR 1985"
One of the most exciting and gratifying activities associated
with being a member of the Sheep Society ace the waterhole
projects.
For those of you who are new members and those of you
who haven't been on a waterhole project in some time, it is a time
when we all have a chance to physically help the sheep and
wildlife.
All projects are usually two days in length starting early in
the morning on a Saturday and concluding on Sunday.
Now if you
really want to enjoy yourself, arrive sometime in the afternoon
on Friday and just relax, enjoy the desert, a campfire and a good
time with the others.
Saturday is work day, and then ln the
evening campfire time and the telling of some of the greatest tall
tales man has ever had the pleasure of hearing.
Feel free to bring the wife, a friend or anyone you choose to
join in the fun.
But, on the project it is appreciated if only
those who want to work go.
If they don't care to work, then they
should stay in camp or away from the work area. Too many lookers
and not enough doers makes for an unproductive day.
If you know
of a scout group (preferably explorer age) a club, a high school
or college group that would like to work, give Leilani Park at
Department of Fish and Game a phone c.all and let her know (213)
590-5158, or call Glen Sudmeier at (619) 389-2498.
Let everyone get out and join in the fun and try to attend at
least one of the projects.
MARK YOUR CALENDAR TIME
January 19 and 20, 1985
Place: Orocopia Mountains
Goal:
Repair the Big Game Guzzler and maintenance
February 9 and 10
Place:
Old Dad Peak
Goal:
Build the Chuck Kerr Game Guzzler
ADDED ATTRACTION: Special Award presentations and a super
dinner will be provided.
EDITOR's NOTE:

This should be the highlight of the year DON'T MISS THIS ONE.

March 2 and 3
Place:
Goal:

Old Woman Mountains
Big Game Guzzler maintenance
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March 16 & 17 (If
Place:
Goal:
NOTE:
We need

raining or bad weather make-up dates March 23 & 24.
San Gabriel Mountains
Sheep Census
all the able-bodied adults we can get.

March 30 and 31
Place: Old Woman Mountains
Goal: Repair Big Game guzzler
April 20 and 21
Place:
Goal:

(To be announced at a later date~
(To be announced at a later date

May 11 and 12
Place: Panamint Mountain
Goal: Repair Big Game Guzzler
HOW DO I GET THERE?
Call Leilani Park at the California Department of Fish
and Game (213) 590-5158. You may request additional
information and maps of the meeting site from her.
If
you wish to write:
Department of Fish & Game
Attn~ Leilani Park
245 W. Broadway
Long Beach, California 90802
General questions can be directed to Glen Sudmeier,
Project Chairman (619) 389-2498.
Let's make this the best year yet!

DATE:

ANNU AL
D I NN E R
November 10, 1984 (Saturday)

PLACE:

CHADNEY'S RESTAURANT
JOOO West Olive Ave.
Burbank, Calif.

TIME:

6:JO pm
7:JO pm

DONATION:

$16.oo per person (Please pay at the door)

No Host Bar
Dinner

SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER: MR. VERNON BLEICH of the DFG
For further information call George Taylorson
(818) 794-0027
18

REPORT ON EAGLE MOUNTAINS
by
BOB CAMPBELL/FRED THOMAS
Before the summer rains came, Hayfield (a.koa. Anschutz) SPR
and Hayfield Summit SPR were visited. Hayfield Summit SPR was
dry while Hayfield SPR had about 1 gallon of water after we
cleaned it out.
No sheep sign at either place.
After the rains came we visited Buzzard SPR and found lots of
water but again no sheep sign. We know there are some sheep in
the Eagle Mountains, don't know where they ae.
Bob Campbell tried to sit on a huge rattler on top of· a peak
in the Chuckwallas but the snake was smart enough to get out of
the way.
Lot Budget Movies - G Rated
The Society has a Super 8 time lapse movie camera which we
have used several times this summer to obtain a photographic
wildlife census at desert waterholes. We would like to get
several more of these cameras.
Society members who may have an 8
mm movie camera which they are willing to sell cheap or donate to
the Society, please call:
Bob Campbell (818) 577-9470, Day
(818) 790-8850, Night
Any 8 mm movie camera will work if it has a remote time lapse
capability with an interval of about one minute. We can equip the
camera with a light sensitive switch so that it shuts off at
night.
A 50 foot film cartridge will then last for about 3 dayse
SURVEY OF DEAD MOUNTAINS, SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
by
VERN BLEICH - DFG
During the 18-20 September subject survey was completed. Les
Coombes conducted the majority of the survey, but was assisted by
BLM Biologist Jim Bicket on 19 September and by me on 20
September.
In all, six major canyons were surveyed during
extensive hiking trips.
Survey activity was centered in the area
near Mt. Manchester, on the east side of the Dead Mountains, as
you suggested earlier, based on your preliminary helicopter
flight.
Three very good water development sites were located.
These
are numbered 1-3 on the attached map.
Both sites 1 and 2 are
excellent sites.
I strongly recommend that an adit be developed
at one of these locations.
Final site selections shotild be left
up to the contractor who will do the blasting.
It will be
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possible to sling heavy equipment into either site.
A big game
guzzler should be the method employed to develop water at site
three.
A seasonal seep and a large, shallow tenaja are located at
that site, and it is conducive to the development of a big game
guzzler of the type we have built in the past.
The seep, which we
have named Eagle Feather Tank, currently is receiving heavy use by
mountain sheep.
A tcital of 10 mountain sheep were observed during the surveys
at sites numbered 4 and 5. Four Class III rams were seen at Site 4
just 200 yards below Eagle Feather Tank, and 3 ewes, 2 lambs, and
a Class II ram were observed 200 yards above Eagle Feather Tank.
When these observations are considered with your observations of 8
May, 1984, at least three animals were seen during our survey
which you did not see.
Fresh sets of tracks were seen in Sections 7 and 8, which
were estimated to be only minutes old, as if the surveyors had
jumped the sheep.
It is unlikely that the animals that made those
tracks were the ones seen in Section 19.
Dick Weaver currently estimates that 15 mountain sheep
inhabit the Dead Mountains.
In view of the information gained
during this survey, I feel that it is probably a very low
estimate, and that perhaps 30 should be considered a minimum
number for the range.
The addition of two permanent water sources in this mountain
range may be of a great benefit to this population.
the
opportunity exists to enhance that area substantially, and it is
possible that the resident population of sheep can be increased
substantially.
Again, I strongly suggest the development of an
adit at Site 1 or 2, and the development of a big game guzzler at
Site 3.

WILDLIFE HABITAT IMPROVED
by
VERNON C. BLEICH
Firebreaks and ponds were mowed and disked, and two rooms
were painted in the principal residence at Camp Cady Wildlife
Area. Two springs were developed to make water permanently
available, and five other springs were inspected and evaluated for
development possibilities.
Three water development sites were
selected in the Dead Mountains, San Bernardino County.
Three big game guzzlers were inspected, and one spring was
inspected to determine repairs necessary to renovate it.
Project personnel participated in an aerial survey of the
Clark Mountain Range, and made preparations for the upcoming sheep
capture.
20

Feeding and Watering
a.

b.

Development
1.

Sheep Spring, in the Rodman Mountains, was developed to
make water available on a permanent basis. Tamarisks
were cut back, and a box was installed.

2.

Aberdeen Spring, in the Inyo Mountains, was developed
to make water available on a permanent basis.
Explosives were used to excavate the site, which was
boxed, and piped to a 25-gallon trough.

3.

Extensive hiking surveys were conducted in the Dead
Mountains, and three sites were neglected for
development of permanent water sources as mitigation
for the Bureau of Reclamation's rock quarry
acitivities.

4.

Three unnamed springs in the Inyo Mountains were
inspected and evaluated for development possibilities.

5.

Old Dad Seep and Old Dad Spring, San Bernardino County
were inspected and evaluated for development
possibilities.

Maintenance
1.

The Clark Mountain Big Game Guzzler was inspected and
found to be in good condition and operating normally.

2.

The Cady Mountains (North) Big Game guzzler was
inspected and found to be in good condition and
operating normally.
It is 100% full for the first time
since construction in January, 1983.

3.

The Old Dad Peak (North) Big Game Guzzler was
inspected, and the major damage caused by severe
flooding was evaluated. Repairs have been scheduled.

4.

Dustin Spring in the San Gabriel Mountains was
inspected and preparations for major repairs were
initiated. This spring was originally developed in the
19SO's, and is in remarkably good condition.
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REPRINTED FROM THE BORREGO SUN, JUNE 1984
WAR WAGED ON TAMARISK PLANTS
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park
is waging a war of the weeds - in
particular, against the very prolific
flowering-type tamarisk plant that
already crowds out native plants
at just about every water hole in
the park and threatens to dry up
seeps and springs in its voracious
thirst for water.
With some special funding, the
park hired a crew of 10 to 12 workers
who have labored since March,
cutting back the non-native tamarisk
plants and applying a chemical
herbicide to the stump to get rid of
individual plants.
They have been systematically
fighting the problem in Palm Canyon, Hellhole Canyon, Arroyo Salada and Fish Creek. The current
crew is expected to work through
this month.
Additional funds will be sought
to combat the seedlings that can
still spring up in these areas and to
take the fight against tamarisk into
other wet areas of the park. Park
officials have called the proliferation of tama:risk one of the top resource problems within the boundaries of the 600,000 acre park.
Tamarisk is not only a concern
at this particular park but it threatens scarce water sources throughout the West and millions have already been spent in attempts to
control it, according to a Tamarisk
Fact Sheet put out by the National
Park Service.
Anza-Borrego Naturalist Mark
Jorgensen explained how the problem is being tackled locally.
"In the pa-st we just tried digging
them up or cutting them back but
they would just keep growing back
even thicker," he said. Following
advice from the National Park Service, the crew members cut down
each bush to the stump - stumps
cut higher than even a few inches
above the ground can resprout.
A herbicide applied to the stump
is drawn into the root system to kill
the plant. Jorgensen says use of
the herbicide does not affect other
plants and it breaks down in the soil
not long after the job is done.
The problem does not end here
because each plant may put out
thousands of seeds. Only the flowering or deciduous type of tamarisk
reproduces so prolifically by putting
out seeds, the "fact sheet" says.
The evergreen type of tamarisk,
such as the trees lining fields in
the Borrego Valley, doesn't spread
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because it won't put off "viable"
seeds. Cuttings must be used.
The two types may appear somewhat similar to the unpracticed
eye. The evergreen type can grow
into a 60 foot tree. The flowering
type commonly is shru blike, typically six to 12 feet tall, but it can
grow up to 20 feet high.
Both types have one thing in common: they consume great amounts
of water. One large tamarisk tree
can use 200 gallons a day, according
to the National Park Service. As a
result, springs and seeps may dry
up leaving no surface water for such

desert animals as the bighorn sheep,
said Jorgensen.
The tenacious tamarisk, less useQ
ful as a source of food for animals,
will crowd out the various native
plants at a site, the naturalist said.
Even along washes, where long roots
may be tapping into water 30 feet
down, the tamarisk has a tendency
to take over.
After getting rid of ta ma risk there
is often a noticable difference right
away in the amount of water available. For Borrego Valley residents
there may be some benefit from the
park program. Says Jorgensen, "The
more tamarisk we can pull out of the
park, the more water that can be
available in the valley water table."
The tamarisk was brought to this
country from Old World countries
as a flowering ornamental. By 1856
it was available in California nurseries. It subsequently "escaped"
from cultivation.
It is new found in 15 out of the 17
western states and is rapidly expanding its range, according to the
National Park Service which estimates that i:n 1920 there were 10,000
acres nationwide. By 1970, there
were 1,300,000 acres.
Jorgensen said the park p_rogram
has had the best success in destroyQ
ing tamarisk in the drier areas such
as at Fish Creek where the plants
are less healthy.
The tama:risk eradication program was funded with a $3,000 grant
from San Diego County Fish and
Wildlife Advisory Committee, which
distributes funds derived from fines
for Fish and Game violations. Another $14,000 was provided by the
state.
He says the day may never come
when the park sees the last tamarisk
destroyed but park staff hope to
~et the problem under control.
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